New Item from ASKUL

New design! Jagabee from Calbee

White-tape which design by Tohoku children are now
on sale. The 3% of proceeds of original white-tape will
be used for children in Tohoku.
You can only buy from ASKUL and LOHACO website.

New flavor and design fo Jagabee snack by Calbee.
The some proceeds of Jagabee 90g box type are
donated to KIDS EARTH FUND to support children
who needs support around the world.

Colemanʼs original T-shirt
Coleman’s original T-shirts were sold limitedly for both
adult and children sizes. Those t-shirts were created
from the children’s drawings around the world.

Graduation celebration lunch for Aiiku Yogo School students
We had the graduation
celebration lunch for 6th
grade students of Aiiku
Yogo School (School for
children with special
needs) at French
Kitchen in Grand Hyatt
Hotel. It was a wonderful
present from Grand
Hyatt Hotel to the
children with rare chance
to eat at restaurant.

Charity Afternoon party at Ebisu
“Peches mignons” hosted the charity afternoon party at
KIDS EARTH FUND office in Ebisu. Hand made
sweets and tea are sereved to the guests.

Charitable Activities of Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
A charity concert titled “Toy
Box of Great Music” was
held by Sumitomo Mitsui
Banking Corporation
(SMBC). KEF paintings
were exhibited in the lobby
of the Hall, and KEF charity
goods and eco scrubing
brushes made by the
employees and their
families were sold there.

TOPIC

Support for Nepal Earthquake

25th of April 2015, huge earthquake hit Nepal and
many people passed away because of the disaster.
Two month later, KIDS EARTH FUND visited Nepal to
support children who are suﬀering.
KIDS EARTH FUND has 10 times of painting workshop at school in poor area of Nepal. More than 500
people had opportunities to express themselves by
painting. Some of the children in this area, teachers
canʼt take a contact with children.
The children enjoyed the painting workshop very
much. The beautifu art work created by them are
going to exhibit at Fundraising Dinner in Grand Hyatt
Tokyo .

KIDS EARTH HOME
in Cambodia
A workshop of drawing
pictures on the boards
which form Japanese
islands was held at a
foster home in
Cambodia. Kids drew
pictures with gratitude
and enthusiasm towards
knowing what and how
islands consists of whole
Japanese island as well
as learning each
Japanese prefecture.
As a matter of fact, they
put "I love japan" on the
board or drew a picture
of both countries'
national flags crossing to
show their friendship.

Their love to Japan
made a brush stroke
with love to Japan Kids
living at the Home had
to earn house rent, cost
of food or other living
cost by themselves
because all the sudden,
the landlord of their
previous house kicked
them out from the house
due to the landlord’s
own issue and the Kids
could not find any
sponsors. The Kids can
currently survive and
manage to live in here
because we could send
them YOUR monthly
support from japan.
By the end of the
workshop, there were
many kids drawn
Japanese flags and
boards with "japan" at
the Home.

KIDS EARTH HOME
in Vietnam

The Legend Charity pro-am
Tournament

Currently at Kids Earth Home in
Vietnam 40 children are living in
this facility.
Last year, we suﬀered from several
incidents of ﬂood that submerged
the ﬂoor, so we had to restore the
building.

March 9th&10th, the Legend
Charity Pro-am Tournament
was hold at Asakura Golf
club. KIDS EARTH FUND
joined to sell charity goodies.

“Hotaru” festival at Watari,
Miyagi, Tohoku
Ms. Rumi Common from New York
kindly held a Charity Lunch & Talk
Show to support Nepali children on
May 17th with cooperation by Ark
Hills Club. While we enjoyed the
meal, Ms. Rumi Common and Mr. Tori,
Representative of KIDS EARTH FUND,
gave a talk not just on support
activities in Nepal and KIDS EARTH
FUND activities, but also about how
to make our life even more enriched.
The amount of 203,442 yen donated
on that day will be used in valuable
ways for Nepali children.

Workshop at Roppongi Hills
Sponsored by Goldman sachs. We
have painting workshop at Roppongi
hills. Children draw paintings with
theme of Japanese culture. Those
paintings will be delivered to children
in Cambodia.

Charity lunch
for Nepal children

Ms. Rumi Common from New York
kindly held a Charity Lunch & Talk
Show to support Nepali children on
May 17th with cooperation by Ark
Hills Club. While we enjoyed the
meal, Ms. Rumi Common and Mr. Tori,
Representative of KIDS EARTH FUND,
gave a talk not just on support
activities in Nepal and KIDS EARTH
FUND activities, but also about how
to make our life even more enriched.
The amount of 203,442 yen donated
on that day will be used in valuable
ways for Nepali children.

